Introduction.
Let 31 be a generalized quaternion algebra. The elements of 21 may be written X = x+Ey, where x, y are numbers in a quadratic algebraic field F, E2 = a, a rational integer, and Ey = y'E,y' being the conjugate of y with respect to F. The conjugate of X is X' = x'-Ey and the norm of X is N(X) = X'X = xx'-ayy'. It is well known that if X, Y are in 31, N(XY) = N(X)N(Y) and (XT)' = Y'X'. We shall assume thata^O.
Let ® be the ring consisting of all elements of 31 in the form x+Ey, where x, y are in the set, G, of all integral algebraic numbers in F. We shall show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between certain classes of left ideals in ®, which we call regular classes, and those classes of binary Hermitian forms in G, of determinant a, which represent positive integers. It will be shown that every ideal in a regular class contains two elements which form a basis with respect to G. The correspondence is then proved by a method which is similar to a method, due to Dickson,f of proving the well known correspondence between the classes of ideals in a quadratic algebraic field and certain classes of binary quadratic forms.
We also prove a theorem on the existence of a g.c.d. and the factorization of elements in © under the assumption that all the ideals in a regular class are principal. Applications are made to a number of special quaternion algebras. Some of the results thus obtained have been previously proved by other methods, some are new. In particular, we obtain for an infinitude of algebras the same results on the existence of a g.c.d. and on factorization as were obtained by Dickson for the Lipschitz integral quaternions.
2. Ideals in ® and component ideals in G. An element in ® is said to be singular or non-singular according as its norm is or is not zero. An ideal 2 in @ is defined as a set of elements in ®, not all singular, such that if £i, £2 are in ® and jji, rj2 are in 2, then Ziyi+^riz is in 2. J If r? is a non-singular element in 2, ■n'-n = N{t)) is in 2. Hence 2 contains elements in G, not zero. Those elements of 2 which are in G form an ideal in G which we shall call the first component of 8. If X=x-\-Ey ranges over all the elements of 8, y ranges over all the elements of an ideal in G which we shall call the second component of 8. If an ideal p in G has a basis fi, f2, we shall write p = [fi, f2] . A principal ideal in G defined by p will be written {p}. We shall now prove Lemma 1. Let a= [coi, w2] , b = [Xi, X2] be the first and second components respectively of an ideal 8 in @. Then coi, w2, «3 = 0i+7iXi, w4 = ö2-f-75X2 form a basis of 8, where b\, ö2 are properly chosen numbers in b.
By the definition of 6, 8 contains elements w3 = 0i+7JXi, co4=;ö2 4-22X2, where the ö's are in G. Then every element of 8 may be written in the form A = i4-x3w3+x4co4, where the x's are rational integers and t is in G. But t = X -x3oj3-x4w4 is in 8. Hence t is in a and / = XiWi+x2co2, where the x's are rational integers. Since -Ew3 = aXi+72oi, 2£<o4 = aX24-2?02, the 6's belong to b. This proves the lemma.
We shall write 8 = [fi, f2, f3, f4] if the f's form a basis of 8. If £ is a nonsingular element of ®, the product 8£ is defined as the set of all elements ?7£, where r? ranges over all the elements of 8. Then 8£= f2£, f3£, f4£]. We shall now prove Lemma 2. Let a, b be the first and second components respectively of an ideal 8 in @ and let A be the discriminant of G. Then a = abb, where a is a positive rational integer and b is an ideal, without a rational prime factor, which is either the unit ideal or a product of prime ideal divisors of aA.
• If u is in a, Eu is in 8 and hence u is in b. Therefore 6 contains a and a = af)b where a is a positive rational integer and b contains no rational prime factor. It remains to show that every prime ideal divisor of b divides aA. b is narrowly equivalent to an ideal bi which is prime to bb', where b' is the conjugate of b.* Then bt = bih where t, h are in G and N(t)N(h) >0. By Lemma 1, 8= [awi, aco2, 6i+75Xi, o2+£X2] , where bb= [coi, w2] , 6= [Xi, X2] , and the b's are in b. It may then be shown that 8/ = %ih, where the first and second components of 81 are abib and bi respectively. Therefore we may assume, without loss of generality, that b is prime to bb'. The rational integers (6/ -E\i)(bi+E\i) = btb' -aX^X/ (*=»1, 2) are in 8 and therefore (1) bM -a\i\! = 0 (mod a = abb) (i = 1,2). c. g. lahmer [November (2) bib' =■0 (mod b) (»-1,2).
Let bi be a prime ideal divisor of b which is prime to A. Since b is prime to bb', we may assume that the X, are prime to bib/. Since b' contains no rational prime factor, and bi is prime to A, bi is prime to b'. Then by (2) each bi = 0 (mod bi) and by (1), each aX.X/ =0 (mod bi). But the X; are prime to bibi and hence the same is true of the X/. Therefore a = 0 (mod bi) and the lemma is proved.
3. Classes of ideals in ©; reduced ideals. Two ideals 2 and Si will be said to be equivalent if there are elements £, £i in ® such that = 8i£i and N(£)N(%i) >0. After multiplying both sides of the last equation on the right by we may assume that £ is a rational integer and A(£i) >0. It may then be shown that equivalence is transitive. All the ideals equivalent to a given ideal are said to form a class. An ideal in @ will be called a reduced ideal if its second component is the unit ideal.
Lemma 3. Let 2 be an ideal in ® whose first component is abb as in Lemma 2. Then 2 is equivalent to a reduced ideal whose first component is aib, where ai is a rational integer.
Since equivalence is a transitive property, by our proof of Lemma 2, we may assume that the second component b of 2 contains no rational prime factor and is prime to aaA. By Lemma 1, 2 = [acoi, au2, üi+EXi, o2+-EX2], where bb = [coi, w2] , b= [Xi, X2] and the o's are in b. Since b contains no rational prime factor, we may assume that Xi = A(b)=73, where N{b) is the norm of b. Then B is prime to aaA and there is a number k in G such that (3) Bk + U -1 (mod aaA).
We shall assume without loss of generality that k is prime to B and that N(p = k+E) = kk' -a>0. Then 2 is equivalent to 2i = 2p. 2i contains Then by (43) and (44), p divides bk = [Bk, X2&] . But k is prime to {B\=W and hence k is prime to p. Therefore p divides b. But we have seen that p divides b', which is prime to A. Hence b is divisible by pp', contrary to our (4)
hypothesis that b has no rational prime factor. Therefore the second component of 81 has no prime ideal divisor and 81 is a reduced ideal.
Consider 4. A basis of an ideal in @ with respect to G. An ideal in ® may contain two elements Ui = gn+giiE(i = l, 2), where the g's are in G, such that an element of ® is in S if and only if it may be written xwi+yw2, where x, y are in G. Such a pair of elements will be called a basis of S with respect to G and we shall write S= [coi, w2] . Let 1, 0 be a basis of G. Then 8= [wi, öcoi, w2, 0co2] . Since S contains a non-singular element, these four basal elements are linearly independent with respect to the rational field.f Hence coi, w2 are left linearly independent with respect to F. It will be understood hereafter when two elements are referred to as a basis of an ideal in ® that they form a basis with respect to G.
If the determinant is a positive rational integer, the w's will be said to form a proper basis of S. We then define the norm of S as TV (8) = 6'h-b2 is in 8i, ^=8% (mod a).
Hence we may assume that o2=ö'6i. Since 1, 6' also form a basis of G, it follows that 8i= [a, h+E] . The indicated basis of 8i is proper and therefore by Lemma 4, 8 has a proper basis. Suppose 8 has a proper basis and let abb and b be the first and second components respectively of 8, as in Lemma 2. By Lemmas 3 and 1,8 is equivalent to an ideal 8i= [aiwi, ai«2, bi+E, b2+Ed] where ai is a positive rational integer, b = [coi, oj2] , and the ö's are in G. Since 8 has a proper basis, by Lemma 4, 8i has a proper basis Pi = gn+gi2 E(i = 1,2) and A(8i) = | ga \. 8i contains bi+E and therefore for properly chosen numbers fa, fa in G, fa/j.l+faLi2 = b1+E. will be said to be an Hermitian form in G of determinant bb' -ac. If /i(xi, yi) is obtained from / by a linear homogeneous transformation on x, y of determinant unity, with coefficients in G, f and /1 will be said to be equivalent. /1 is an Hermitian form of determinant bb' -ac. All the forms equivalent to a given form will be said to form a class.
Let 8 be a regular ideal. By Theorem 1, it has a proper basis o>i = gu +gi2 E(i = 1, 2) and A (8) = | ga\. Since each £w< belongs to 8, we have Since/(x, y) is rational and is in G for every x, y in G, it is a rational integer for every such x, y. It may then be shown that b12, ö2i are rational integers and ön = -b22. Hence / is an Hermitian form in G. We shall see later that the determinant of / is a. f will be said to correspond to the proper basis, coi, o)2, of 8.
* It may be shown that for a regular ideal 8, n(8) = ^V2(8).
We have seen that fi = /iiWi4-/i2co2(i = 1, 2) form a proper basis if and only if the t's are in G and \ta\ =1. The form corresponding to such a basis is fi(xi, yi) =A7(xifi4-y1f2)/A7'(S). Hence f* is transformed into /i by the transformation (8) x = tuxi + faiyi, y = + fcsyi, and/is equivalent to/i. Conversely if/is transformed into/i by (8), the t's being in G and | = 1, then/i is the form corresponding to the proper basis f, = 2,icoi+/<2&>2 (» = 1, 2). Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between the proper bases of 8 and the forms in the class C, containing/. We shall say that C corresponds to 8. Let/(x, y) of (5) be a form in C. We may assume, without loss of generality, that a j£ 0. Suppose C = G-Then/ corresponds to a proper basis coi, w2 of 8 and to a proper basis fi, f2 of 8i. From (5), (6), and (7) 2), where A(£)A(£i) >0 and the f's form a proper basis of 81. Let / of (7) be the form in C corresponding to the above basis of 8. The coefficients of / are defined by (6). But from the last equations and A(£i) 5^0, it follows that each to,-in (6) may be replaced by the corresponding {*,-. Hence / is also the form in G corresponding to the above basis of 81. The theorem follows.
6. The correspondence between regular classes of ideals and classes of forms. We shall prove Theorem 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the regular classes of ideals in ® and the classes of Hermitian forms in G, of determinant a, which represent positive integers.
By Theorem 2, for every regular class of ideals there is a uniquely determined class of Hermitian forms in G. Also no class corresponds to two classes of ideals. To prove the above theorem, it is therefore sufficient to show that (a) if C is a class of forms corresponding to a class of ideals, then C contains a form which represents a positive integer and is of determinant a, and (b) every class of Hermitian forms in G of determinant a, which represent a positive integer, corresponds to a regular class of ideals in ®.
By Lemmas 3 and 4 and Theorem 1, every regular class of ideals contains an ideal 8 = [a, b+E] , where a is a positive integer and b is in G. The indicated basis of 8 is proper, A(8) =a, and the form corresponding to this basis is N[ax+y(b+E)]/a=f(x, y) where/ is given by (5) and c = (bb'-a)/a. Then/ represents the positive integer a, the determinant of/ is bb' -ac = <x and the class containing / corresponds to the regular class containing 8. This proves (a).
Let C be a class of Hermitian forms in G of determinant a, which represent a positive integer, and let/of (5) If X=Xi5^0, where X, Xi, 5 are in ®, 5 is said to be a right divisor of X.
If 5 is also a right divisor of an element ju in ® and if every common right divisor of X, p is a right divisor of 8, then 6 is said to be a greatest common right divisor, or g.c.r.d., of X, p. An element of ® of norm ± 1 is said to be a unit. Let ax be the product of the rational prime divisors of a which are divisible by prime ideals of the first degree in G or let cti = 1 if a has no such divisors. Then every prime ideal divisor of b of Lemma 2 is a divisor of aAWe shall now prove [November Theorem 4. Let every regular ideal in © be principal. Let X, p be elements in © and assume that A(X) ^0. If © contains a non-regular ideal, assume that A(X) is prime to «iA. Then X, p have a g.c.r.d., 5, which is uniquely determined apart from a unit left factor, and 8 = %\ + -np, where £, rj are in @. 7/X has no rational prime factor and A(X) = +pvpi.pT, where the p's are rational primes arranged in an arbitrary but fixed order, then X - Ti-t».irr where N(iri) = ipt (* = 1, 2, • • • , r) awo! eacA tt< is uniquely determined apart from a unit left factor. It will be observed that, by this lemma, the conclusions of Theorem 4 are valid for each of the cases (9), except the first three, with no restrictions on N(X) except that 7V(X) ^0.
Consider the case where a = t = 3 (mod 4), a > 0, t < 0 and ar contains no square factor. It may be shown that if / of (5) is an Hermitian form in G of determinant a, then a and c are not both even and a, 6, c have no rational prime factor in common. Hence / is a properly primitive form. By a result due to Humbert,! there is only one class of such forms. Hence by Theorem 3, every regular ideal in @ is principal and Theorem 4 is applicable. It will be noted that A =4t. vol. 20 (1922), pp. 225-232, Theorems 3, 8 . For the cases (-3, -1) and (-7, -1), see Dickson, Algebren und ihre Zahlenlheorie, pp. 163, 167, 193, 195 . Several of the remaining cases above were treated by Griffiths, Generalized quaternion algebras and the theory of numbers, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 50 (1928), pp. 303-314; in particular, see pp. 309-310. t Humbert, Sur le nombre des classes deformes d indeterminees conjuguees, indefinies, de determinant donne, Comptes Rendus, Paris, vol. 166 (1918) , pp. 865-870; Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers, vol. 3, p. 275. Suppose, in addition to the above conditions on a and t, that for every prime factor p of a and every prime factor q of r, the Legendre symbols It may then be shown that in (10), N(b) has no odd prime divisor. Hence in this case every ideal containing an odd rational integer is a principal ideal and Theorem 4 is valid with «iA replaced by 2.
Griffiths showed that a certain condition was satisfied by each of the algebras she considered.* This condition is similar to our Lemma 5 in that it insures a certain descent. By employing our Lemma 3, it may be shown that if her Lemma 2 is valid for a given ®, then every regular ideal in © is principal and hence Theorem 4 is applicable.
Throughout this paper, we have considered only left ideals. It will be observed that if X, Y are in ©, then (X+Y)' = X' + Y' and (XY)' = Y'X' are in ®. Hence @ is reciprocal to itself and from each of our results we may obtain at once a parallel result for right ideals.
* Loc. cit., Lemma 2, p. 305.
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